Interhemispheric controls on deep ocean circulation and carbon chemistry during the last two glacial cycles
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Abstract Changes in ocean circulation structure, together with biological cycling, have been proposed for trapping carbon in the deep ocean during glacial periods of the Late Pleistocene, but uncertainty remains in the nature and timing of deep ocean circulation changes through glacial cycles. In this study, we use neodymium (Nd) and carbon isotopes from a deep Indian Ocean sediment core to reconstruct water mass mixing and carbon cycling in Circumpolar Deep Water over the past 250 thousand years, a period encompassing two full glacial cycles and including a range of orbital forcing. Building on recent studies, we use reductive sediment leaching supported by measurements on isolated phases (foraminifera and fish teeth) in order to obtain a robust seawater Nd isotope reconstruction. Neodymium isotopes record a changing North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) component in the deep Indian Ocean that bears a striking resemblance to Northern Hemisphere climate records. In particular, we identify both an approximately in-phase link to Northern Hemisphere summer insolation in the precession band and a longer-term reduction of NADW contributions over the course of glacial cycles. The orbital timescale changes may record the influence of insolation forcing, for example via NADW temperature and/or Antarctic sea ice extent, on deep stratification and mixing in the Southern Ocean, leading to isolation of the global deep oceans from an NADW source during times of low Northern Hemisphere summer insolation. That evidence could support an active role for changing deep ocean circulation in carbon storage during glacial inceptions. However, mid-depth water mass mixing and deep ocean carbon storage were largely decoupled within glacial periods, and a return to an interglacial-like circulation state during marine isotope stage (MIS) 6.5 was accompanied by only minor changes in atmospheric CO₂. Although a gradual reduction of NADW export through glacial periods may have produced slow climate feedbacks linked to the growth of Northern Hemisphere ice sheets, carbon cycling in the glacial ocean was instead more strongly linked to Southern Ocean processes.

1. Introduction

Deep ocean circulation changes are often invoked in explanations of glacial-interglacial climate change because of the ocean’s role in regulating interhemispheric heat transport and global carbon storage [Broecker and Denton, 1989; Toggweiler, 1999; Toggweiler et al., 2006; Sigman et al., 2010]. In particular, a more isolated deep ocean during glacial periods may have stored more dissolved inorganic carbon, contributing significantly to the glacial reduction in atmospheric CO₂. The subsequent release of this highly sequestered CO₂ was a key component in the sequence of changes that occurred during deglaciation [Anderson et al., 2009; Skinner et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2010; Burke and Robinson, 2012]. In contrast to those changes during deglaciation, the processes involved in glacial inception remain poorly understood. More generally, it remains an open question whether ocean circulation actively forced climate change or was limited to an amplifying (feedback) process. This uncertainty limits our understanding of the mechanisms by which the Earth system has amplified relatively small changes in orbital forcing to create major and rapid climate shifts at glacial-interglacial transitions.

Evidence on past Atlantic Ocean circulation derived from carbon isotope reconstructions has been used to suggest that ocean circulation is primarily responding to, rather than driving, Pleistocene climate change on orbital timescales. For example, Imbrie et al. [1992] placed deep Atlantic ventilation within a “late response” group of variables, with increased ventilation occurring ~8-kyr behind precessional maxima in Northern Hemisphere insolation. More recently, Lisiecki et al. [2008] similarly proposed a lag of 6–11 kyr...
between that insolation forcing and Atlantic overturning, which they inferred from carbon isotope gradients between the mid-depth Atlantic and deep Pacific oceans. Such a significant lag between the insolation forcing and the circulation response would appear to place limits on the processes behind a Milankovitch mechanism for glacial cycles (i.e., control by summer insolation at 65°N), while some studies have suggested a significant role for Southern Hemisphere insolation instead [e.g., Drysdale et al., 2009]. However, carbon isotopes contain multiple signals from air-sea exchange, nutrient regeneration, and terrestrial carbon cycling, in addition to circulation, potentially making interpretation of those records ambiguous. The use of intra-oceanic carbon isotope gradients largely removes the effect of changing terrestrial carbon storage, but it is hard to resolve the combined effects of changes in water mass sourcing, end-member compositions, flow rates, and biological productivity through time.

In contrast, a mechanism has recently been proposed to explain glacial inception by calling upon an active role for the deep ocean, potentially driven by Northern Hemisphere insolation [Adkins, 2013]. This mechanism involves the interplay between the properties of NADW and Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), because NADW upwells around Antarctica where it is transformed into the dense AABW which fills the deepest layers of the global ocean. The proposal is that a cooling of NADW would reduce the melting of Antarctic ice and lead to the formation of a saltier and denser version of AABW [Miller et al., 2012; Adkins, 2013]. This process would serve to increase the deep ocean density contrast and isolate the deep ocean from the mid-depths. The capacity of the deep ocean for carbon storage would be enhanced, which could lead on to further cooling and glacialization through a positive feedback. Ferrari et al. [2014] have also demonstrated a link between Antarctic sea ice extent and the depth of the boundary between these northern-sourced ("NADW") and southern-sourced ("AABW") overturning cells that is controlled by the geometry of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. With expanded glacial sea ice, the shoaled lower boundary of NADW would lie above the depths of rough seafloor topography, severely hindering vertical mixing between NADW and AABW and largely isolating these shallow and deep overturning cells [Ferrari et al., 2014; their Figure 4].

The above discussion highlights clear differences in existing views of the ocean-climate link. In part, this uncertainty may reflect the multiple controls on any single paleoceanographic proxy, leading to multiple possible interpretations of temporal changes. Multi-proxy studies should provide stronger constraints, and our approach takes advantage of the multiple and complementary controls on Nd and carbon isotopes as tracers of deep ocean circulation and chemistry. Since Nd isotopes are influenced by mixing between water masses but unaffected by air-sea exchange and biological cycling [Frank, 2002; Goldstein and Hemming, 2003], they are able to provide more robust evidence on the physical reorganization of ocean circulation. In addition, comparison between Nd and carbon isotope records may provide valuable insights into the relationship between ocean circulation and the carbon cycle [Piotrowski et al., 2005, 2009].

1.1. This Study

Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) is formed by mixing between NADW, AABW, and Pacific waters in the Southern Ocean and ventilates large volumes of the global ocean, making it both an important carbon reservoir and a sensitive recorder of past circulation changes. In this study, we use Nd and carbon isotopes from deep Central Indian Ocean core SK129-CR2 to reconstruct the temporal evolution of CDW circulation and chemistry through the last two glacial cycles (0–250 ka B.P.), providing new constraints on the role of ocean circulation in glacial cycles.

Our contribution comprises two main elements. We first extend the existing SK129-CR2 sediment leachate Nd isotope record from the last glacial cycle [Piotrowski et al., 2009] through the penultimate glacial cycle and provide evidence to assess its reliability. We evaluate sediment leachate Nd isotope data by comparison to foraminifera and fish teeth data, and following recent evidence from the experimental study of Wilson et al. [2013] we propose a small correction to our new leachate data related to sample size. We further evaluate the corrected leachate data with measurements on non-decarbonated sediment leachates and by comparison to records from other cores. Overall, this aspect of our study provides (i) a demonstration of the need to understand the potential challenges when making Nd isotope reconstructions; (ii) validation of an approach proposed for more reliable sediment leaching [Wilson et al., 2013] applied here to a different setting; and (iii) robust support for a paleoceanographic interpretation of the extended record.
In the subsequent part, we use this Nd isotope record, together with new and existing benthic carbon isotope data from the same core, to assess the timing and role of ocean circulation changes in glacial cycles. Our record spans two full glacial cycles, allowing us to assess potential orbital controls, and in particular the stronger precessional insolation forcing related to eccentricity modulation during the penultimate glacial cycle. By interrogating this record, we provide new evidence on the link between orbital forcing and ocean circulation, and insight into the role of ocean circulation in glacial inceptions, within glacial periods and across glacial-interglacial cycles.

2. Regional Setting and Hydrography

We reconstruct the evolving chemistry of CDW through time using Indian Ocean sediment core SK129-CR2 (3°N, 76°E, 3.8 km water depth; this study), TNO57-21 (4981 m) [Piotrowski et al., 2008, 2012], and ODP 758 (2934 m) [Gourian et al., 2010]. Base map from GeoMapApp. (bottom) A south-north hydrographic section, with salinity data from eWOCE and major water masses labeled (CDW = Circumpolar Deep Water, AABW = Antarctic Bottom Water, and AAIW = Antarctic Intermediate Water).

In the subsequent part, we use this Nd isotope record, together with new and existing benthic carbon isotope data from the same core, to assess the timing and role of ocean circulation changes in glacial cycles. Our record spans two full glacial cycles, allowing us to assess potential orbital controls, and in particular the stronger precessional insolation forcing related to eccentricity modulation during the penultimate glacial cycle. By interrogating this record, we provide new evidence on the link between orbital forcing and ocean circulation, and insight into the role of ocean circulation in glacial inceptions, within glacial periods and across glacial-interglacial cycles.
branches, the latter of which supplies deep waters to the location of SK129 [You, 2000]. Circumpolar Deep Water from the South Australia Basin can reach the Central Indian Basin by a direct route via a gap between the Southeast Indian Ridge and the Broken Plateau (~ 34°S, 83°E) and by an indirect route via the West Australia Basin and gaps in the Ninety East Ridge at ~ 33°S and ~ 28°S [Mantyla and Reid, 1995] (Figure 1). A deep western boundary current in the Central Indian Basin [You, 2000] is responsible for the subsequent northward transport towards core SK129 in the northern Indian Ocean.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Sampling

Neodymium isotopes were measured on bulk decarbonated sediment leachates from 40 samples in SK129 (320–512 cm core depth; ~158–249 ka B.P.) in order to extend the MIS 1–5 Nd isotope record of Piotrowski et al. [2009] to the end of MIS 8. Neodymium isotopes were also measured on fish teeth and bones from six samples within MIS 6–7, and on uncleaned planktonic foraminifera from nine samples across MIS 1–8. A further 12 sediment leachate samples were analyzed from MIS 6–8 following a modified procedure using smaller solution/solid ratios to prevent complete decarbonation of the sediments before the reductive leaching [Wilson et al., 2013]. Benthic foraminiferal carbon (δ13C) and oxygen (δ18O) isotopes were measured on Cibicidoides wuellerstorfi in 64 samples, mostly from MIS 6–8, to extend the existing MIS 1–5 record [Piotrowski et al., 2009].

3.2. Sediment Leaching

Acid-reductive leaching of bulk sediment aims to extract Nd from the authigenic ferromanganese oxyhydroxide coatings on detrital and biogenic grains [Chester and Hughes, 1967; Bayon et al., 2002; Gutjahr et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2010]. Briefly, bulk sediment samples of ~5–10 cm³ volume were leached in 30 mL 0.44 M acetic acid solution (buffered to pH 5 by sodium acetate) in 50 mL centrifuge tubes on a rotating wheel at room temperature. This process was repeated 9–11 times over 14–24 days until carbonate had been removed from all samples. Samples were washed at least twice with deionized water, before the ferromanganese oxides were recovered by acid-reductive leaching for 1 h in 30 mL of a pH 2 solution of 0.02 M hydroxylamine hydrochloride (HH) in 4.4 M acetic acid. This HH leachate was centrifuged at 5000 rpm and decanted 3 times in sequence to prevent the transfer of detrital particles, before chemical separation and mass spectrometry. For 12 samples, we carried out a modified leaching procedure [after Wilson et al., 2013], with a shorter period of buffered acetic acid leaching (3–4 times over 6 days) so that these samples were not fully decarbonated before the HH leaching.

3.3. Uncleaned Foraminifera

Uncleaned foraminifera (i.e., cleaned of detritus but not chemically cleaned) may also be used as a substrate for reconstructing bottom water Nd isotope compositions [Palmer and Elderfield, 1985; Roberts et al., 2010; Piotrowski et al., 2012], and our methodology followed Roberts et al. [2010]. Briefly, bulk sediment samples were wet sieved (>63 μm), and mixed species of planktonic foraminifera were picked from the > 355 μm fraction to give sample sizes of 30–100 mg. The foraminifera were crushed between glass plates, and fine clays and detrital silicates were removed by repeated sonication and pipetting until the water remained clear. The samples were examined under a microscope and, where necessary, any remaining detrital grains were removed with a fine brush, although the detrital content of the samples was negligible in all cases. After washing with deionized water, 0.5 mL of deionized water was added followed by up to 1 mL of 1 M acetic acid over a period of a few hours until the crushed foraminifera fragments had dissolved.

3.4. Fish Teeth

Fish teeth and fish debris record bottom water Nd isotopes because they acquire their Nd from bottom water (or shallow pore water) shortly after deposition [Staudigel et al., 1985; Martin and Haley, 2000]. For this study, fish teeth (and occasionally fish debris) were picked from the > 212 μm fraction to give sample sizes of 10–200 μg. The fish teeth were cleaned according to the reductive cleaning step (hydrazine, ammonia, and citric acid mixture) of Boyle and Keigwin [1985], but with the oxidative step omitted, as in Roberts et al. [2010]. In support of this approach, Martin et al. [2010] recently suggested that an extensive cleaning procedure involving both oxidative and reductive steps is unnecessary in typical pelagic sediments.
3.5. Elemental Separation and Mass Spectrometry for Nd Isotopes

For all samples, the rare earth element fraction was separated using Eichrom TRUspec™ resin (100–150 μm mesh) in 100 μl Teflon columns, and the Nd fraction was isolated using Eichrom LNspec™ resin (50–100 μm mesh) on volumetrically calibrated Teflon columns. The Nd isotopic composition was analyzed on the Nu Plasma multi-collector inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometer in the Department of Earth Sciences at the University of Cambridge, using an exponential mass fractionation correction (to $^{144}$Nd/$^{144}$Nd = 0.7219) and standard–sample bracketing with concentration-matched JNd-1 standard [Tanaka et al., 2000]. Data are expressed in $\varepsilon_{Nd}$ notation as the deviation in parts per 10,000 from the present-day composition of the Chondritic Uniform Reservoir ($^{144}$Nd/$^{144}$Nd = 0.512638) [Jacobsen and Wasserburg, 1980; Wasserburg et al., 1981]. Data were collected in a number of analytical sessions, and measurement uncertainty is given by the within-session standard deviation (2σ) on concentration-matched JNd-1 standards. For samples analyzed in duplicate, the reported values are the mean, weighted according to the variance, and the 2σ standard error. Typical external reproducibility for 25 ng of Nd is ~0.3 $\varepsilon_{Nd}$ units, while larger errors for some foraminifera or fish teeth samples reflect low Nd abundance due to small sample sizes.

3.6. Foraminiferal Stable Isotopes

Benthic foraminiferal $\delta^{18}$O and $\delta^{13}$C were measured in the Godwin Laboratory on Cibicidoides wuellerstorfi (>212 μm). Foraminifera (typically 2 to 5 specimens) were transferred into sample vials, crushed, and soaked in a solution of 3% hydrogen peroxide for 30 min before being removed. After an acetone ultrasonic bath, the samples were dried at 50°C overnight. The samples were analyzed using a Micromass Multicarb Sample Preparation System attached to a VG SIRA or VG PRISM mass spectrometer. Each run of 30 samples was accompanied by 10 reference carbonates and two control samples. The results are reported with reference to the international standard Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite, and the precision is better than ±0.06‰ for $\delta^{13}$C and ±0.08‰ for $\delta^{18}$O.

3.7. Age Model

An age model for MIS 1–5 in SK129 was presented by Piotrowski et al. [2009], based on radiocarbon dates for 0–34 ka, beyond which the benthic foraminiferal (C. wuellerstorfi) $\delta^{18}$O shifts at the MIS 6–5 and MIS 5–4 boundaries were tuned to SPECMAP $\delta^{18}$O [Martinson et al., 1987]. That age model has been updated and extended (Tables S1–S3) using correlation of benthic $\delta^{18}$O to the LR04 benthic $\delta^{18}$O stack [Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005] at major MIS boundaries and linear interpolation between tie points. The first appearance of abundant Youngest Toba Tuff shards at ~75 ka (160 cm) [Banakar, 2005] provides an independent chronological tie point that is in good agreement with the LR04-based tie points. The LR04 stack is based on orbital tuning to Northern Hemisphere insolation calculations, with a phase lag of ~3 kyr for precession and ~7 kyr for obliquity over the 0–250 ka section of the stack, and has an estimated maximum absolute age error of ~4 kyr over this period [Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005]. Since good agreement is achieved between the SK129 $\delta^{18}$O record and the LR04 $\delta^{18}$O stack with relatively few tie points (Table S2), we suggest that a similar chronological error applies to our SK129 record (while such age model uncertainty does not affect the relative phasing of signals recorded by different proxies in SK129 itself). Lags of ~2 kyr have been observed in benthic $\delta^{18}$O records between Atlantic and Pacific Ocean records at terminations and attributed to a combination of ocean transit times and diachronous hydrographic changes [Skinner and Shackleton, 2005; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2009], but such processes would have a minor effect at the resolution of our record. Therefore, we should be able to investigate both glacial-interglacial and orbital timescale proxy variability in SK129, but we cannot expect to resolve the exact phasing with respect to insolation forcing.

4. Reliability of Nd Isotope Reconstructions

The sediment leachate Nd isotope data presented here are a compilation of new and existing data (Table S4). The leachate data from MIS 1–5 are decarbonated sediment leachates from Piotrowski et al. [2009]. For MIS 6–8, decarbonated sediment leachate data were collected in this study following a similar procedure. However, we have demonstrated in parallel studies that artifacts can arise during sediment leaching for Nd isotopes [Piotrowski et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2013], in particular related to the decarbonation step that precedes reductive leaching. We suggested that comparison with Nd isotope data from contemporaneous
foraminifera or fish teeth may be the best way to assess sediment leachate data, and that leaching sediments before they have been completely decarbonated (i.e., non-decarbonated sediment leachates) may provide a more reliable approach [Wilson et al., 2013]. We also showed that those artifacts were highly systematic, raising the possibility of correcting existing decarbonated leachate data for this artifact.

Below we evaluate the reliability of the decarbonated leachate data in SK129 from both the previous study [Piotrowski et al., 2009] and the present study, using supporting evidence from fish teeth, uncleaned foraminifera, and non-decarbonated sediment leachates. We demonstrate that (i) our decarbonated leachate data from SK129 are slightly but not significantly affected by leaching artifacts such as those we have previously described; (ii) those leachate data are improved by a correction based on the sample size leached; (iii) the corrected decarbonated leachate data can be validated and extended with additional non-decarbonated leachate measurements; and (iv) the final composite record is in excellent agreement with an existing low-resolution record from the Central Indian Ocean [Gourlan et al., 2010], as well as the Cape Basin record for the period of overlap [Piotrowski et al., 2008, 2012].

4.1. Comparison Between Decarbonated Leachates, Foraminifera, and Fish Teeth

Measurements of Nd isotopes on uncleaned foraminifera from MIS 1–8 (Table S5) are generally in agreement with decarbonated sediment leachate data, with seven out of nine samples agreeing within error (Figure 2). Within MIS 6–7, data from fish teeth (Table S5) are within error of the decarbonated sediment leachate data in three out of six cases (Figure 2). It may be possible to explain occasional discrepancies by differences in the depth within the sediment at which the Nd isotope signal is recorded by the different phases, or by a grain-size dependent response to bioturbational mixing [Heinze et al., 2009], but such processes might be expected to produce random variability. Instead, the decarbonated leachates are systematically more radiogenic than those other two substrates, with a mean offset of 0.3 $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ units (maximum of 0.8 $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ units) compared to the contemporaneous foraminifera (MIS 1–8) and a mean offset of 0.6 $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ units (maximum of 1.1 $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ units) compared to contemporaneous fish teeth (MIS 6–7). This systematic difference is significantly smaller than the glacial-interglacial variability of ~3 $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ units (Figure 2) but is significant compared to analytical uncertainty of ~0.3 $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ units. Therefore, we suggest that the decarbonated leachates in SK129 are influenced by a small degree of contamination by a minor volcanic component with a radiogenic Nd isotopic composition, similar to previous observations from a suite of cores in the western Indian Ocean [Wilson et al., 2013].

4.2. Sample Size Correction for Decarbonated Leachates

We previously showed that the use of small sample sizes in the conventional decarbonated leaching procedure can lead to a shift away from seawater compositions towards more radiogenic Nd isotopic
compositions [Wilson et al., 2013]. We make the same observation here from sample size tests at two core depths in SK129 (161 ka and 215 ka; Figure 2), with an increase in Nd isotopic composition in proportion to the mass difference (ratio) between samples (Figure 3 inset). We further suggest that these data provide a useful basis to correct the decarbonated leachate data collected in this study (Figure 3). Since all samples underwent a similar number of buffered acetic acid leaching steps, we focus only on sample size for our correction and all leachate data are size-corrected to the size of the largest sample (~6 g at ~182 ka). Although that choice is empirical, the rationale is that samples underwent repeated buffered acetic acid leaching in batches until all samples had been decarbonated, such that the largest samples (typically ~5–6 g in size) typically took the longest time to reach this point and should be closest to recording the most robust authigenic signature. For smaller samples, the buffered acetic acid leaching employed was excessive to decarbonate the sediment, leading to a shift towards more radiogenic Nd isotopic compositions. We assume that the uncertainties for the points on the calibration plot (i.e., 0.37 εNd units; Figure 3 inset) dominate the uncertainty on this correction and propagate this uncertainty together with the analytical uncertainty on each individual sample measurement to give our final uncertainty.

Unfortunately, sample sizes are not available from the Piotrowski et al. [2009] study; and in that case, we use a simple empirical correction to the leachate data (an offset of 0.3 ± 0.3 εNd units) that leads to the best agreement between the leachate and foraminiferal Nd isotopes at the five depths in MIS 1–5 where both were measured (Figure 2). Fortunately, this correction is small (on the scale of the external analytical reproducibility) and therefore does not impact in any significant way on the previous interpretation of that record.

Those two correction procedures lead to a significant improvement in the consistency between decarbonated sediment leachate data and foraminiferal and fish teeth data (Figure 3). In 9 out of 13 cases, the correction improves the agreement between leachate data and contemporaneous foraminifera or
fish teeth data, and after the correction, 12 out of 13 corrected leachate values are within error of contemporaneous foraminifera or fish teeth data.

4.3. Evidence From Non-decarbonated Leachates

In order to provide an additional test for the reliability of that corrected leachate record, we also measured non-decarbonated sediment leachates on 12 further samples within MIS 6–7, following the recommendations of Wilson et al. [2013], i.e., lower solution/solid ratios and shorter buffered acetic acid leaching times in order to prevent complete decarbonation prior to the HH leaching. That procedure relies upon the fact that biogenic carbonate acts as a low-Nd carrier phase for the authigenic Nd isotopes [Roberts et al., 2012; Tachikawa et al., 2014] and was demonstrated to minimize the potential for leaching artifacts [Wilson et al., 2013]. Unlike the uncorrected decarbonated sediment leachate data, those non-decarbonated sediment leachate data are in excellent agreement with data from both fish teeth and foraminifera (Figure 3), supporting their reliable seawater origin. Furthermore, there is an excellent agreement (within ~0.2 $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ units) between the measured data from the non-decarbonated leachates and the corrected data from the decarbonated leachates (Figure 3). These observations are quite striking and strongly support the robustness of our sample size correction for the decarbonated leachates, despite the fact that our calibration was based on only two points (Figure 3 inset). It is also clear that the uncorrected decarbonated leachate data differ significantly from the non-decarbonated leachate data (Figure 3), providing a clear indication of the need for our sample size correction.

Given the above evidence, we consider that both leaching approaches (i.e., size-corrected decarbonated leachates and non-decarbonated leachates) provide a reliable and consistent reconstruction of past bottom water Nd isotopic compositions in SK129. By combining the data from the two approaches, in addition to the data from foraminifera and fish teeth, we increase the resolution of the record to approximately one sample every 2 kyr through MIS 6–7 (Table S6). However, we emphasize that future studies should continue to explore a simple one-step extraction technique, without the prior removal of carbonates, to remove the need for such an empirical correction.

4.4. Comparison of SK129 Nd Isotope Record to Records From Other Cores

In Figure 4, we present the composite SK129 Nd isotope record (including non-decarbonated leachates, corrected decarbonated leachates, foraminifera, and fish teeth) in comparison to records from Indian Ocean site ODP 758 (acetic acid leachates; Gourlan et al. [2010]; see Figure 1 for location) and Cape Basin TNO57-21 (foraminiferal coatings [Piotrowski et al., 2012] and sediment leachates [Piotrowski et al., 2005]; see Figure 1 for location). The ODP 758 record has a lower resolution than SK129-CR2 and is plotted on its own published age scale, so perfect agreement between the two records through time would not be expected. All data from SK129 are included, with the exception of fish teeth data from three depths which are in agreement with the other data but have significantly larger analytical uncertainties (0.68 $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ units) reflecting small sample sizes. Numbers along the x axis are MIS numbers.
to a low-resolution Nd isotope record from nearby site Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) 758 [Gourlan et al., 2010] (see Figure 1 for location). That study used a single-step acetic acid leaching procedure to extract the authigenic phases and is therefore considered to be robust [Wilson et al., 2013]. There is an excellent agreement of both absolute values and temporal variability between the two records (Figure 4), as expected for two cores that both sample CDW at present (albeit at slightly different water depths), and that agreement also suggests that these cores sampled similar water masses throughout past glacial-interglacial cycles.

The original Cape Basin (TNO57-21) record was based on decarbonated sediment leachates [Piotrowski et al., 2008] but is considered reliable since its major features are well supported by uncleaned foraminifera data across the last deglaciation [Piotrowski et al., 2012]. The similarity between the Cape Basin (TNO57-21) and SK129 Nd isotope records for the period of overlap (Figure 4) further supports the reliability of the new Indian Ocean record and is consistent with all cores providing evidence on the Nd isotopic variability of CDW in the Southern Ocean.

Overall, the above evidence from multiple authigenic phases and the inter-core comparison demonstrates the care that is required in evaluating Nd isotope records obtained by chemical extraction techniques and provides support for the reliability of the record presented here.

5. Circumpolar Deep Water Chemistry Through Two Glacial Cycles

In this section, we briefly summarize our new evidence from SK129 on the temporal evolution of CDW chemistry through the last two glacial cycles, before discussing detailed explanations and potential climate implications in section 6.

5.1. Carbon Isotopes

Benthic carbon isotopes in SK129 show glacial-interglacial variations of ~0.7‰ (Figure 5c), approximately twice as large as the deglacial whole-ocean change related to carbon budget reorganization [Tagliabue et al., 2009], indicating additional controls such as from water mass sourcing or nutrient cycling. Both the temporal pattern and absolute values recorded in SK129 are similar to western Indian Ocean and southwest Pacific Ocean δ13C records (Figure 5c), consistent with continuous ventilation by CDW at these sites. We also observe a long-term trend in δ13C, such that consecutive glacials and consecutive interglacials do not have the same values but instead increase by 0.3–0.4‰ from 250 ka towards the present (Figure 5c). This trend occurs over longer timescales than glacial-interglacial cycles and is consistent with previous observations of whole-ocean δ13C changes that have been attributed to changes in the terrestrial carbon budget and/or global carbon cycle [e.g., Wang et al., 2004; Martinez-Mendez et al., 2008].

5.2. Neodymium Isotopes

Neodymium isotopes from authigenic phases in SK129 provide evidence on past bottom water composition, revealing Nd isotopic variations that are consistent between successive interglacials (εNd ~ −8.5 to −7) and glacials (εNd ~ −6.5 to −7) (Figure 5b). The warmer substages of MIS 3 (εNd ~ −8.5) and MIS 6.5 (εNd ~ −9.5) also approach those interglacial values. Both the magnitude of change and absolute values at SK129 are strikingly similar to the Cape Basin record for the period of overlap [Piotrowski et al., 2008, 2012] (Figure 5b), suggesting similar water mass sourcing at those sites through time. Since the modern day composition of Southern Ocean waters can be explained by mixing between NADW (εNd ~ −13) and Pacific (εNd ~ −4) sources [Stichel et al., 2012], the more radiogenic Nd isotopic compositions recorded during glacial periods suggest a reduced presence of NADW in the glacial Southern Ocean.

5.3. Sawtooth and Square Wave Expressions of the Glacial Cycle

On glacial-interglacial timescales, the simplest interpretation of the combined Nd isotope and δ13C changes in SK129 involves a reduced NADW component in the glacial Southern Ocean and a higher nutrient content (Figure 5), but it is clear that the glacial cycle is expressed differently by these two tracers. To a first order, for each of the last two glacial cycles, the δ13C record resembles a square wave, with the lowest values recorded during both early and late glacial periods (Figure 5c). In contrast, Nd isotopes continue to evolve from ~8 to ~6.5 between early and late glacial periods, producing a sawtooth pattern for each of the last two glacial cycles (Figure 5b).
5.4. Precessional Variability in Nd Isotopes

In addition to glacial-interglacial Nd isotope variability, we also observe a precession signal in our Nd isotope record that is approximately in phase with Northern Hemisphere summer insolation (Figure 6a). Time series analysis reveals that the precession signature is statistically significant when considering the record in its entirety (Figure 7c). In detail, wavelet analysis shows that the precession signal in Nd isotopes is strongest in MIS 6–7 (Figure 7b), whereas there is not a significant precession signal during MIS 2–4. These differences between the last two glacial cycles appear to correspond to differences in the insolation...
forcing, since the precession component in the insolation forcing is also strongest in MIS 6–7 and rather subdued during MIS 2–4 (Figure 6a). A precession signal in Nd isotopes is also not observed during the latter part of MIS 5, which may imply a reduced sensitivity to precession forcing within interglacial periods, but the Nd isotope record is at its lowest resolution during late MIS 5, and this observation may need to be addressed by more data in the future.

6. Discussion

6.1. Neodymium Isotopes as a Water Mass Tracer in the Indian Ocean

In Figure 8, we plot seawater Nd isotopes versus salinity for the modern mid-depth and deep oceans, focusing on the Southern Ocean and Indian Ocean. Seawater in the southeast Atlantic Ocean and Southern Ocean falls within a mixing window defined by CDW in the Drake Passage (εNd ~ −8.5) [Stichel et al., 2012] and NADW in the North Atlantic (εNd ~ −13) [Piepgras and Wasserburg, 1987]. With the exception of the densest forms of AABW, whose composition is influenced to some extent by Nd inputs from the Antarctic shelves [Stichel et al., 2012; Rickli et al., 2014], a number of studies have indicated an otherwise negligible role for local Nd inputs in the Southern Ocean [Carter et al., 2012; Stichel et al., 2012]. Our late Holocene data from SK129 also fit within that mixing window (Figure 8), in particular corresponding closely to those NADW/CDW mixtures recorded in the southeast Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean [Stichel et al., 2012] and the deep Cape Basin [Rickli et al., 2009]. This observation indicates the relatively conservative behavior of Nd isotopes in mid-depths of the
Southern Ocean and Central Indian Ocean and the viability of Nd isotopes as a water mass tracer for this region. Conservative propagation of water mass signatures within and between the Southern Ocean and Indian Ocean was also previously suggested from ferromanganese crust and nodule data [Albareda et al., 1997] and modeling studies [Rempefer et al., 2012; Friedrich et al., 2014].

There are two caveats to that simple picture, but they do not appear to appreciably influence our above conclusion. First, although Nd isotopes in the Southern Ocean and Indian Ocean appear to be well explained by mixing (Figure 8), Nd concentrations in both the deep Cape Basin [Rickli et al., 2009] and the deep Indian Ocean [Singh et al., 2012] are greater than in those NADW and CDW end-members.

This observation likely reflects the non-conservative behavior of this tracer caused by particle scavenging, sometimes described as the “Nd paradox” [Goldstein and Hemming, 2003]. However, particle scavenging only appears to dominate the Nd isotope distribution in the Pacific Ocean [Siddall et al., 2008; Rempefer et al., 2011], which has been attributed to the influence of sluggish advection and abundant volcanic inputs, and should not impact significantly on the ability of Nd isotopes to trace water mass mixing in the region of our study.

Second, we consider the implications of recent studies that demonstrate an influence of local inputs on Nd isotopes in the northern Indian Ocean [Singh et al., 2012; Goswami et al., 2014]. Deep waters in the northern Bay of Bengal are clearly imprinted by highly unradiogenic Nd inputs from a Himalayan source [Colin et al., 1999; Singh et al., 2012] (Figure 8), likely through boundary exchange on the Bengal Fan, but that influence appears to be restricted to upper- and mid-fan settings. For example, deep water data from the most southerly Bay of Bengal site of Singh et al. [2012] at 6°N also fits within the $\varepsilon_{Nd}$-salinity mixing envelope (Figure 8), restricting the potential imprint from unradiogenic Himalayan inputs to be no more than $\sim 0.5 \varepsilon_{Nd}$ units at that location. Since SK129 is more distal than that site, any influence of local Nd sources here is likely even smaller, making it comparable to our analytical uncertainty. Therefore, the potential of such local sources to generate significant temporal changes in Nd isotopes at SK129 appears to be minor, especially since the modern Himalayan inputs are likely close to their maximum across glacial-interglacial cycles [Lupker et al., 2013].

Figure 8 also allows us to emphasize a second important point for interpreting our Nd isotope record from SK129, which is that the deep Indian Ocean has a higher salinity than deep waters in the Drake Passage, with incomplete mixing in the Southern Ocean allowing a greater proportion of deep waters of Atlantic origin to reach this basin. It is clear from the seawater study of Stichel et al. [2012, their Figure 6] that the unradiogenic Nd isotope signature of NADW in the southeast Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean ($\varepsilon_{Nd}$ values of $\sim -10$ to $\sim -11$ in the tongue of NADW at 2–3 km depth between 42°S and 47°S) may be propagated eastward within the northern part of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Although there are no published seawater Nd isotope measurements from the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean, two measurements from the deep western boundary current of the southwest Pacific Ocean ($\varepsilon_{Nd}$ values of $\sim -9.0$ to $\sim -10.3$ at 3.1–3.4 km depth, Figure 8) [Molina-Kescher et al., 2014] have been linked to a remnant of NADW within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. In that context, similar Nd isotope compositions for the
The seawater data are intended to be representative rather than exhaustive, with a focus on data from high quality recent data sets and water depths below ~2 km. The mixing line is between CDW in the Drake Passage \((\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}} = -8.5; [\text{Nd}] = 24.2 \, \text{pmol kg}^{-1})\); defined by data from depths of 2.5–3.5 km at stations 230, 236, 241, and 250 of Stichel et al. (2012) and NADW in the northwest Atlantic \((\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}} = -13.2; [\text{Nd}] = 21.2 \, \text{pmol kg}^{-1})\); defined by data from depths of 1.8–4.0 km at station All 109–1 of Piepgras and Wasserburg (1987). For clarity, measurement uncertainties are not shown on data points, but typical uncertainties are 0.3–0.4 \(\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}\) units and the maximum uncertainty is 0.5 \(\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}\) units. The dashed lines define a window that reflects this uncertainty, but we do not attempt to account for uncertainty in end-member Nd isotopic compositions or concentrations. Data sources are Drake Passage (stations 230, 236, 241, 250; 2.5–3.5 km) [Stichel et al., 2012]; southeast Atlantic (42–53°S; stations 101, 104, 113; 2.0–4.4 km) [Stichel et al., 2012]; Cape Basin (25°S; station 69/26; 2.0–4.8 km) [Rickli et al., 2009]; southwest Pacific (multicores MuC-78 and MuC-79; 3.1–3.5 km) [Molina-Kescher et al., 2014]; Bay of Bengal (stations 807–811; 2.0–3.6 km) [Singh et al., 2012]; distal Bay of Bengal (station 806; 2.0–3.8 km) [Singh et al., 2012]; and northwest Atlantic (stations TTO/TAS 63 and All 109–1; 1.8–4.0 km) [Piepgras and Wasserburg, 1987]. Three overlapping data points have been offset by a negligible amount in the \(x\) axis (0.005) to aid visualization.

Figure 8. Seawater Nd isotopes versus salinity in the modern deep Southern Ocean and Indian Ocean and the mixing relationship between NADW and CDW. Late Holocene authigenic Nd isotope data from SK129 (mean and 2\(\sigma\) for samples from ~3–6 ka) is also plotted with modern salinity at the site (estimated from Levitus94 at http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu). The seawater data are intended to be representative rather than exhaustive, with a focus on data from high quality recent data sets and water depths below ~2 km. The mixing line is between CDW in the Drake Passage \((\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}} = -8.5; [\text{Nd}] = 24.2 \, \text{pmol kg}^{-1})\); defined by data from depths of 2.5–3.5 km at stations 230, 236, 241, and 250 of Stichel et al. (2012) and NADW in the northwest Atlantic \((\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}} = -13.2; [\text{Nd}] = 21.2 \, \text{pmol kg}^{-1})\); defined by data from depths of 1.8–4.0 km at station All 109–1 of Piepgras and Wasserburg (1987). For clarity, measurement uncertainties are not shown on data points, but typical uncertainties are 0.3–0.4 \(\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}\) units and the maximum uncertainty is 0.5 \(\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}\) units. The dashed lines define a window that reflects this uncertainty, but we do not attempt to account for uncertainty in end-member Nd isotopic compositions or concentrations. Data sources are Drake Passage (stations 230, 236, 241, 250; 2.5–3.5 km) [Stichel et al., 2012]; southeast Atlantic (42–53°S; stations 101, 104, 113; 2.0–4.4 km) [Stichel et al., 2012]; Cape Basin (25°S; station 69/26; 2.0–4.8 km) [Rickli et al., 2009]; southwest Pacific (multicores MuC-78 and MuC-79; 3.1–3.5 km) [Molina-Kescher et al., 2014]; Bay of Bengal (stations 807–811; 2.0–3.6 km) [Singh et al., 2012]; distal Bay of Bengal (station 806; 2.0–3.8 km) [Singh et al., 2012]; and northwest Atlantic (stations TTO/TAS 63 and All 109–1; 1.8–4.0 km) [Piepgras and Wasserburg, 1987]. Three overlapping data points have been offset by a negligible amount in the \(x\) axis (0.005) to aid visualization.

**6.2. Link Between Northern Hemisphere Climate and NADW Signature in the Indian Ocean**

We suggest here that those Nd isotope changes in the Indian Ocean are recording a Northern Hemisphere climate signal, which is supported by three observations. First, there is a clear precessional signature in the SK129 Nd isotope record that is approximately in phase with Northern Hemisphere summer insolation maxima (Figures 6a and 7). Differences in the magnitude of the Nd isotope response between MIS 6.3 and MIS 6.5 further point towards a high-latitude control, because such amplitude modulation is a feature of high-latitude (but not low-latitude) summer insolation at these times. This precessional signature has not previously been observed in deep ocean circulation reconstructions based on Nd isotopes, which highlights the value of a high-resolution record that extends beyond the last glacial cycle. In particular, the last glacial period may have been quite unrepresentative because of the unusually weak precessional forcing at this time, which may also have allowed sub-orbital components of climate variability (e.g., Dansgaard-Oeschger and Heinrich events) to have played a more dominant role.

Second, the long-term sawtooth pattern in Nd isotopes resembles the characteristic pattern of sea level reconstructions from glacial cycles since the Mid-Pleistocene Transition, with slow ice sheet growth and rapid decay [e.g., Bintanja et al., 2005; Elderfield et al., 2012]. The indication here is of a close coupling between the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets, which largely control those sea level fluctuations, and deep ocean circulation.

Third, the Nd isotope record shows a striking similarity to grain size reconstructions from the Chinese Loess Plateau [Yang and Ding, 2014] (Figure 6b), which contain precessional variability superimposed on a glacial-interglacial sawtooth pattern. Those grain size records are interpreted in terms of the dynamics of the atmospheric circulation of the high-latitude Northern Hemisphere, and in particular the winter
A stronger winter monsoon, producing a coarser grain size on the Chinese Loess Plateau, appears to correspond to more radiogenic Nd isotopes in SK129, indicating a reduced NADW signature in the Southern Ocean (Figure 6b). We conclude from these observations that there was a close coupling between those atmospheric and ocean circulation systems.

6.3. Mechanisms Controlling the NADW Signature in the Indian Ocean

We now consider in detail two possible mechanisms behind the changing NADW signature recorded at SK129 and a comparison to evidence for ocean circulation changes from other approaches.

6.3.1. Changing NADW Export

The simplest explanation for our data may be to explicitly invoke changes in NADW production and export, as previously proposed to explain past Nd isotope variability in the Southern Ocean [Piotrowski et al., 2005; Robinson and van de Flierdt, 2009; Pena and Goldstein, 2014], and also suggested in modeling studies for the Southern Ocean and Indian Ocean [Rempfer et al., 2012; Friedrich et al., 2014]. In this scenario, increased NADW export would coincide with interglacial periods and with precessional Northern Hemisphere insolation peaks within glacial periods (Figure 6a); it would also coincide with reduced ice sheet extent and weaker winter monsoon circulation in Asia (Figure 6b). The observed glacial-interglacial changes of up to 3 εNd units would appear to imply quite significant reductions in NADW export during glacial periods, although that reduction is hard to quantify due to potential changes in Nd isotopic compositions or Nd concentrations of the contributing water masses through time that are not fully constrained (see discussion in Wilson et al. [2014] and Bohm et al. [2015]).

Previous studies have also suggested a link between North Atlantic climate and changes in the Asian and Indian monsoonal circulations over a range of timescales [e.g., Porter and An, 1995; Guo et al., 1998; Marzin et al., 2013],
and some have invoked a role for changes in NADW formation [e.g., Guo et al., 1998; Marzin et al., 2013]. The new evidence from Nd isotopes in our study (Figure 6b), when combined with increased confidence in age models from the Chinese Loess Plateau [Sun et al., 2010], would appear to provide independent support for such a mechanism, now indicating a link on both orbital and glacial-interglacial timescales.

However, an in-phase response of Nd isotopes to Northern Hemisphere insolation that is mediated by changing NADW export appears to be inconsistent with other paleoceanographic evidence from the Late Pleistocene. In particular, inter-basin δ13C gradients were interpreted as showing a significant lag of 6–11 kyr between Northern Hemisphere insolation in the precession band and NADW overturning [Lisiecki et al., 2008], almost opposite to the response inferred here. This discrepancy cannot simply reflect age model differences, because the chronology in both studies is tied to the same LR04 age scale. Therefore, we suggest that the discrepancy between these interpretations may reflect the significant challenge in making circulation reconstructions from carbon isotopes, due to the multiple controls on their oceanic distributions. For example, a recent modeling study [Gebbie, 2014] demonstrates that interpretations of carbon isotopes in terms of water mass variability even within the Atlantic Ocean may be impacted by non-conservative tracer behavior related to nutrient cycling in a non-analogue glacial ocean.

A qualitatively significant glacial reduction in NADW export also appears to indicate a discrepancy with evidence from North Atlantic Pa/Th reconstructions, because these data point to the continued production and relatively vigorous export of NADW, or a shallower equivalent Glacial North Atlantic Intermediate Water (GNAIW), within glacial periods [Gherardi et al., 2009], even at times when southern-sourced waters dominated the deep Atlantic [Bohm et al., 2015]. In light of potential controls on Pa/Th from particle scavenging behavior, in particular by opal [Siddall et al., 2005], we are quite cautious of interpreting those Pa/Th records in terms of NADW export [see also Burke et al., 2011]. Nevertheless, the apparent discrepancy between Nd isotopes and both δ13C and Pa/Th evidence leads us to consider an alternative explanation for the observed Nd isotope changes.

### 6.3.2. Changing Deep Ocean Structure

In our second scenario, we propose that the Nd isotopic composition of the deep Indian Ocean reflects the connectivity of the NADW overturning cell with the global deep oceans, rather than being related to NADW export or the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation. In the glacial circulation mode described by Adkins [2013] and Ferrari et al. [2014], the deep ocean would become isolated from an NADW source as the two-cell circulation structure developed [Ferrari et al., 2014, their Figure 4], with a distinct boundary at ~2–2.5 km water depth sustained by the restricted mixing between the two cells [Lund et al., 2011]. With the development of deep stratification during glacial periods [Hodell et al., 2003; Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2007], the unradiogenic NADW signature could have been restricted to shallower depths of the Southern Ocean, allowing the deeper waters reaching SK129 to be more strongly influenced by the more radiogenic Nd isotope signature of recirculating Pacific waters.

The precession signature in our Nd isotope reconstruction may further support a control by Northern Hemisphere insolation, via the temperature of NADW, on deep stratification and mixing in the Southern Ocean, as proposed by Adkins [2013]. Obtaining reliable and well-dated sea ice reconstructions remains a major challenge, but sea-salt sodium records from Antarctic ice cores may provide such evidence and also contain a strong precession signal [Wolff et al., 2006]. That similarity may point towards the mechanism proposed by Ferrari et al. [2014] for a sea ice control on deep ocean structure, although we cannot determine whether NADW temperature or presence in the Southern Ocean is directly influencing Antarctic sea ice extent.

Studies of radiocarbon in deep-sea corals from the Drake Passage [Burke and Robinson, 2012] and in paired benthic and planktonic foraminifera from the deep South Atlantic [Skinner et al., 2010] also provide some insight into the glacial-interglacial evolution of the vertical structure of the Southern Ocean, although that evidence is limited to the last deglaciation. In general, these studies point towards the existence of large Southern Ocean vertical chemical gradients during the last glacial, which were also seen in South Atlantic and Southern Ocean benthic δ13C records [Hodell et al., 2003]. Skinner et al. [2010] showed that Lower CDW was highly radiocarbon-depleted at the Last Glacial Maximum, potentially as a result of the deep recirculation of Pacific waters, whereas Burke and Robinson [2012] demonstrated a somewhat less dramatic reduction in the ventilation of Upper CDW between the Holocene and the Last Glacial Maximum. If the large glacial-interglacial changes in Nd isotopes recorded in SK129 were the result of increased Pacific
water recirculation into Upper CDW feeding the Indian Ocean during glacial periods, this scenario appears to require that the Pacific waters that contributed were also relatively well ventilated, which appears reasonable in light of radiocarbon evidence from the mid-depth Pacific Ocean [Broecker et al., 2008].

Resolving the extent to which our Nd isotope record is influenced by changes in NADW export from the Atlantic, versus changes in Southern Ocean water mass distributions, will require more extensive records from the intermediate and mid-depth Southern Ocean. It is also possible that these two mechanisms operated together, especially if some mixing between the two cells was still possible in the Southern Ocean during glacial periods, or if that water mass structure developed more gradually within glacial periods. However, at present, we consider changes in the deep ocean structure to be the predominant control, because that explanation is not inconsistent with the existing evidence from Pa/Th and δ13C gradients, and because the link with Northern Hemisphere insolation and/or Antarctic sea ice changes appears to provide a viable explanation for the orbital signature. It is instructive to proceed on that basis and we explore some of the implications of our record for glacial carbon cycling and climate.

6.4. Role of Ocean Circulation in Glacial Inceptions

For the most recent glacial cycle, the onset of glacial conditions occurred in two major steps separated by ~45 kyr. An initial atmospheric CO2 decrease of ~40 ppm occurred at the MIS 5.5–5.4 transition, with a subsequent decrease of ~30 ppm at the MIS 5–4 transition [Luthi et al., 2008]. Both changes were linked with significant Antarctic temperature changes as recorded in ice cores (Figure 5e), and attempts have been made to link this two-step process to particular mechanisms and processes occurring at different times [e.g., Peacock et al., 2006; Hain et al., 2010; Sigman et al., 2010].

From a Nd isotope perspective, the onset of the last glacial period (identified in terms of a significant shift in Nd isotopic composition at SK129) occurred at the MIS 5–4 transition rather than at the MIS 5.5–5.4 transition (Figure 5), coinciding with one of the precessional timescale changes in Nd isotopes (Figure 6a). In the South Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean, enhanced vertical δ13C gradients during glacial periods have been interpreted in terms of nutrient regeneration and carbon storage in a deep and potentially sluggish lower circulation cell [Hodell et al., 2003], a structure that also emerged at the MIS 5–4 transition. Whereas vertical δ13C gradients are influenced by biogeochemical cycling, Nd isotopes are responding to circulation changes alone. The coincidence of these changes therefore supports an active role for changing ocean circulation in the carbon storage at these times, consistent with the hypothesis that cooling NADW and/or increasing Antarctic sea ice extent would lead to increased deep stratification and isolation of the deep Southern Ocean [Adkins, 2013]. A similar pattern and timing of changes in Nd isotopes and South Atlantic vertical δ13C gradients is also observed for the previous glacial inception at the MIS 7–6 boundary (Figure 6a), suggesting that precession may play an important role in the timing of glacial inceptions.

Focusing on the atmospheric CO2 changes accompanying the most recent glacial inception, our Nd isotope evidence appears to rule out a role for changing ocean circulation in the carbon storage at these times, consistent with the hypothesis that cooling NADW and/or increasing Antarctic sea ice extent would lead to increased deep stratification and isolation of the deep Southern Ocean [Hain et al., 2010; Sigman et al., 2010]. In contrast, our data support a role for ocean circulation reorganization in the later decline in CO2 at the MIS 5–4 transition. For example, Hain et al. [2010] propose that a circulation change involving an NADW-GNAIW switch in combination with the aforementioned changes in the Antarctic could have played a role in the glacial atmospheric CO2 decrease. Our Nd isotope data, if interpreted in terms of changes in deep ocean structure, suggest that this NADW-GNAIW circulation switch could have occurred at the MIS 5–4 transition but not before, which is also in agreement with the timing suggested by Adkins [2013] for the onset of deep stratification based on Atlantic Ocean cooling.

6.5. Decoupled Ocean Circulation and Carbon Cycling During Glacial Periods

In contrast to the generally coupled changes in Nd isotopes and δ13C during glacial inception and deglaciation, the evolution of these tracers was decoupled at other times in our record, particularly during glacial periods (Figure 6c). The decoupling argues against a simple interpretation of the δ13C record in terms of water mass mixing. Unlike the sawtooth shape of the Nd isotope record, which we have linked to a Northern Hemisphere control (Figure 6b), the square wave form of the SK129 δ13C record is more similar
to the evolution of Antarctic temperature (Figure 6d), with finer-scale similarities also on sub-orbital timescales. Although an offset in this graphical comparison emerges across multiple glacial cycles (Figure 6d), this feature may be readily linked to a long-term increasing global trend in δ¹³C [Wang et al., 2004; Hoogakker et al., 2006].

Based on the overall similarity between Antarctic temperature and δ¹³C, we suggest a southern origin for the δ¹³C signal, which would be consistent with a dominant Southern Ocean control on glacial climates, such as through changes in nutrient utilization [e.g., Sigman et al., 2010]. In addition to changes in preformed nutrient contents in the deep water source regions, the δ¹³C record may also have been influenced by changes in air-sea exchange in those regions, changes in nutrient regeneration at depth, or changes in the nutrient content of Pacific waters mixed into the Southern Ocean.

Given these multiple controls on the δ¹³C record, there is a clear difficulty in providing a unique interpretation, and we instead emphasize two key points. First, the similarity of δ¹³C with Antarctic climate, together with differences from Nd isotopes, suggests that carbon isotopes within CDW are strongly reset by biogeochemical processes in the Southern Ocean. It is important to emphasize that the Nd isotope record relates to mixing between distinct Atlantic and Pacific end-members but does not constrain ventilation processes occurring in the Southern Ocean since these may occur without a significant change in Nd isotopes. Therefore, a strong Southern Hemisphere climate signature in the δ¹³C record can be distinguished even while Nd isotopes carry a Northern Hemisphere signature. Second, while both Nd isotopes and benthic δ¹⁸O point to similar water mass sourcing to the deep Central Indian Ocean and the deep Cape Basin through time (Figures 5b and 9b), their benthic δ¹³C records diverge strongly during glacial periods (Figure 9a), indicating differences in carbon cycling between these regions. One possible interpretation is that these locations were influenced by the same mixture of water masses through time, but that very different transport pathways and/or timescales influenced the non-conservative behavior of the δ¹³C tracer, with a sluggish circulation in the deep southeast Atlantic Ocean allowing a large reservoir of respired nutrients to build up.

Perhaps the clearest example of decoupling between the two tracers emerges during the MIS 6.5 substage, when Nd isotopes indicate a large NADW component at SK129 (Figure 5b), similar to interglacial periods, while δ¹³C values were close to glacial values (Figure 5c), along with Antarctic temperature (Figure 5e) and atmospheric CO₂ [Luthi et al., 2008]. One possibility is that warmer substages of glacial periods were associated with a weaker deep stratification and greater mixing between the two cells globally. Alternatively, the Indian Ocean may have been more directly connected to the Atlantic Ocean at these times, perhaps similar to today, but that may not have been representative of the global deep ocean. In either case, it appears that such mid-depth water mass source changes did not significantly influence the Southern Ocean carbon cycle during glacial periods. For example, atmospheric CO₂ (although quite poorly resolved) does not appear to have risen by any more than 20 ppm at this time [Luthi et al., 2008]. That sets a limit on the effect of such a circulation change on atmospheric CO₂, and one that seems fairly reasonable in light of modeling studies [e.g., Hain et al., 2010]. The further implication is that while decreasing NADW temperature or presence in the Southern Ocean may help to initiate a glacial period, increasing NADW temperature or presence during a glacial period may not in itself lead to deglaciation, i.e., once glacial boundary conditions have been established, such a mechanism does not appear to be reversible in any simple manner.

Combining Nd isotope and δ¹³C tracers has led to improved insights on the carbon cycle, but benthic δ¹³C does not constrain deep ocean carbon storage in a simple way; for example, being sensitive also to the evolving partitioning of carbon between the atmosphere and biosphere. Therefore, a fuller understanding of the links between ocean circulation, biogeochemistry, and oceanic carbon storage could potentially be obtained by integrating such records with evidence on the deep ocean carbonate system [e.g., Yu et al., 2010].

6.6. Long-Term Feedback Between Ice Sheets and Ocean Circulation

On timescales longer than orbital precession, Nd isotopes in SK129 record a long-term sawtooth trend within glacial periods that differs from both benthic δ¹³C (Figure 6c) and Antarctic climate (Figure 5). Similar features are also observed in deep ocean Nd isotope records from the Cape Basin [Piotrowski et al., 2008] and Bermuda Rise [Bohm et al., 2015], suggesting that this observation is robust. Although changes over such a long timescale are hard to unequivocally equate to their forcing, we suggest that this signature may indicate a
7. Conclusions

We have used multiple authigenic phases in sediment core SK129-CR2 to reconstruct the Nd isotope evolution of CDW in the deep Indian Ocean through the last two glacial cycles (0–250 ka B.P.). Despite potential challenges with the reliability of data from sediment leachates, we have demonstrated that a robust reconstruction is achievable. By comparing Nd isotope evidence on water mass sourcing to the carbon isotope evolution in the same core, and to other global climate records, we have investigated the role of ocean circulation change in glacial cycles and the potential orbital controls influencing that ocean-climate link.

Our evidence indicates that Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere processes exerted a combined influence on the water mass structure and carbon chemistry of the deep ocean through multiple glacial-interglacial cycles. Seawater Nd isotopes record the changing influence of NADW in the Southern Ocean, which responded to both direct orbital forcing in the precession band and to glacial amplification through glacial cycles. The orbital timescale changes could suggest an active role for ocean circulation changes driven from the Northern Hemisphere in initiating glacial climates, possibly through the effect of cooling NADW on the deep stratification and carbon storage capacity of the glacial Southern Ocean. In contrast, within glacial periods, mid-depth water mass mixing and deep ocean carbon storage were apparently decoupled, with MIS 6.5 providing a striking example that warrants further study. Once glacial conditions were established, Southern Ocean processes appear to have played the dominant role in the ocean’s carbon cycle. Nevertheless, a gradual reduction of NADW within glacial periods could have been linked to the slow growth of Northern Hemisphere ice sheets and related atmospheric circulation change, potentially providing an additional climate feedback as the Earth evolved towards its glacial maxima.
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